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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a gas turbine
engine and, more particularly, to a nozzle ring for a gas
turbine engine.

2. Background Information

[0002] Gas turbine engines, such as those that power
modern commercial and military aircraft as well as indus-
trial gas turbine engine, generally include a compressor
to pressurize an airflow, a combustor to bum a hydrocar-
bon fuel in the presence of the pressurized air, and a
turbine to extract energy from the resultant combustion
gases.
[0003] The turbine section often includes one or more
stages with annular nozzle rings adjacent to each turbine
blade row to define axially alternate annular arrays of
stator vanes and rotor blades. The annular nozzle rings
are subjected to substantial aerodynamic and thermal
loads.
[0004] Prior art in the field incudes EP 1445426, EP
2278125, DE 102007001459, EP 2540983, GB 2462268
and FR 2179455 the latter disclosing a nozzle segment
for a gas turbine engine including a scallop slot on the
outer vane platform segment.

SUMMARY

[0005] A nozzle segment for a gas turbine engine ac-
cording to the invention is claimed in claim 1.
[0006] Various embodiments of the invention are set
out in the dependent claims.
[0007] A method to alleviate a compressive stress in
nozzle segment of a gas turbine engine according to an
embodiment of the invention is claimed in claim 4.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Various features will become apparent to those
skilled in the art from the following detailed description
of the disclosed non-limiting embodiment. The drawings
that accompany the detailed description can be briefly
described as follows.

Figure 1 is a schematic cross-section of one example
aero gas turbine engine.
Figure 2 is a schematic cross-section of one example
Industrial gas turbine engine.
Figure 3 is a partially exploded view of a nozzle seg-
ment of an annular nozzle.
Figure 4 is an expanded rear view of a nozzle seg-
ment illustrating a deflection thereof as a dotted line.
Figure 5 is an expanded view looking aft toward an

aft rail of a nozzle segment according to one dis-
closed non-limiting embodiment.
Figure 6 is an expanded view looking forward toward
an aft rail of a nozzle segment with a seal according
to one disclosed non-limiting embodiment.
Figure 7 is a sectional view of the nozzle segment.
Figure 8 is an expanded view from line 8-8 in Figure
7.
Figure 9 is an expanded view looking forward at a
scallop cut with an example seal in the aft rail of the
nozzle segment.
Figure 10 is an expanded view looking aft toward an
aft rail with a seal for a nozzle segment according to
the invention.
Figure 11 is an expanded perspective view of the aft
rail of the disclosed non-limiting embodiment of Fig-
ure 10.
Figure 12 is an expanded view looking forward at a
scallop cut with a seal surface and a guillotine seal
in the aft rail of the nozzle segment of the disclosed
non-limiting embodiment of Figure 10.
Figure 13 is an expanded sectional view of a seal of
the disclosed non-limiting embodiment of Figure 10.
Figure 14 is an expanded view looking aft toward an
aft rail of a nozzle segment with an example seal.
Figure 15 is a perspective of an example spring clip
seal.
Figure 16 is an expanded top view of the aft rail of
the arrangement of Figure 14.
Figure 17 is an expanded view looking forward at a
scallop cut with an example seal in the aft rail of the
nozzle segment of the embodiment of Figure 14.
Figure 18 is an expanded view looking aft toward an
aft rail of a nozzle segment with an example seal.
Figure 19 is a perspective view of an example Ohm
seal.
Figure 20 is an expanded top view of the aft rail of
the arrangement of Figure 18.
Figure 21 is an expanded view looking forward at a
scallop cut with an example seal in the aft rail of the
nozzle segment of the embodiment of Figure 18.
Figure 22 is an expanded view looking aft toward an
aft rail with an example seal for a nozzle segment.
Figure 23 is an expanded top view of the aft rail of
the embodiment of Figure 22.
Figure 24 is an expanded view looking forward at a
scallop cut with an example seal in the aft rail of the
nozzle segment of the embodiment of Figure 22.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Figure 1 schematically illustrates a gas turbine
engine 20. The gas turbine engine 20 is disclosed herein
as a two-spool turbo fan that generally incorporates a fan
section 22, a compressor section 24, a combustor section
26 and a turbine section 28. Alternative engines might
include an augmentor section (not shown) among other
systems or features as well as a gas turbine engine 10
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within an enclosure 12 (illustrated schematically; Figure
2) typical of an industrial gas turbine (IGT).
[0010] The fan section 22 drives air along a bypass
flowpath while the compressor section 24 drives air along
a core flowpath for compression and communication into
the combustor section 26 then expansion through the
turbine section 28. Although depicted as a turbofan in
the disclosed non-limiting embodiment, it should be ap-
preciated that the concepts described herein are not lim-
ited to use with turbofans as the teachings may be applied
to other types of turbine engines such as a turbojets,
turboshafts, and three-spool (plus fan) turbofans wherein
an intermediate spool includes an intermediate pressure
compressor ("IPC") between a Low Pressure Compres-
sor ("LPC") and a High Pressure Compressor ("HPC"),
and an intermediate pressure turbine ("IPT") between the
high pressure turbine ("HPT") and the Low 20 pressure
Turbine ("LPT").
[0011] The engine 20 generally includes a low spool
30 and a high spool 32 mounted for rotation about an
engine central longitudinal axis "A" relative to an engine
static structure 36 via several bearing structures 38. The
low spool 30 generally includes an inner shaft 40 that
interconnects a fan 42, a low pressure compressor 44
("LPC") and a low pressure turbine 46 ("LPT"). The inner
shaft 40 drives the fan 42 directly or through a geared
architecture 48 to drive the fan 42 at a lower speed than
the low spool 30. An exemplary reduction transmission
is an epicyclic transmission, namely a planetary or star
gear system.
[0012] The high spool 32 includes an outer shaft 50
that interconnects a high pressure compressor 52
("HPC") and high pressure turbine 54 ("HPT"). A com-
bustor 56 is arranged between the high pressure com-
pressor 52 and the high pressure turbine 54. The inner
shaft 40 and the outer shaft 50 are concentric and rotate
about the engine central longitudinal axis "A" which is
collinear with their longitudinal axes.
[0013] Core airflow is compressed by the LPC 44 then
the HPC 52, mixed with the fuel and burned in the com-
bustor 56, then expanded over the HPT 54 and the LPT
46. The turbines 54, 46 rotationally drive the respective
low spool 30 and high spool 32 in response to the ex-
pansion. The main engine shafts 40, 50 are supported
at a plurality of points by bearing structures 38 within the
static structure 36. It should be appreciated that various
bearing structures 38 at various locations may alterna-
tively or additionally be provided.
[0014] In one non-limiting example, the gas turbine en-
gine 20 is a high-bypass geared aircraft engine. In a fur-
ther example, the gas turbine engine 20 bypass ratio is
greater than about six (6:1). The geared architecture 48
can include an epicyclic gear train, such as a planetary
gear system or other gear system. The example epicyclic
gear train has a gear reduction ratio of greater than about
2.3, and in another example is greater than about 2.5:1.
The geared turbofan enables operation of the low spool
at higher speeds which can increase the operational ef-

ficiency of the low pressure compressor 44 and low pres-
sure turbine 46 and render increased pressure in a fewer
number of stages.
[0015] A pressure ratio associated with the low pres-
sure turbine 46 is pressure measured prior to the inlet of
the low pressure turbine 46 as related to the pressure at
the outlet of the low pressure turbine 46 prior to an ex-
haust nozzle of the gas turbine engine 20. In one non-
limiting embodiment, the bypass ratio of the gas turbine
engine 20 is greater than about ten (10:1), the fan diam-
eter is significantly larger than that of the low pressure
compressor 44, and the low pressure turbine 46 has a
pressure ratio that is greater than about five (5:1). It
should be appreciated, however, that the above param-
eters are only exemplary of one embodiment of a geared
architecture engine and that the present disclosure is ap-
plicable to other gas turbine engines including direct drive
turbofans.
[0016] In one embodiment, a significant amount of
thrust is provided by the bypass flow path due to the high
bypass ratio. The fan section 22 of the gas turbine engine
20 is designed for a particular flight condition- typically
cruise at about 0.8 Mach and about 35,000 feet (10,668
meters). This flight condition, with the gas turbine engine
20 at its best fuel consumption, is also known as bucket
cruise Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC). TSFC
is an industry standard parameter of fuel consumption
per unit of thrust.
[0017] Fan Pressure Ratio is the pressure ratio across
a blade of the fan section 22 without the use of a Fan
Exit Guide Vane system. The low Fan Pressure Ratio
according to one non-limiting embodiment of the example
gas turbine engine 20 is less than 1.45. Low Corrected
Fan Tip Speed is the actual fan tip speed divided by an
industry standard temperature correction of ("Tram" /
518.7)0.5. The Low Corrected Fan Tip Speed according
to one non-limiting embodiment of the example gas tur-
bine engine 20 is less than about 1150 fps (351 m/s).
[0018] With reference to Figure 3, one stage of the LPT
46 includes a multiple of nozzle segments 58 that togeth-
er form an annular nozzle 60. Each nozzle segment 58
generally includes an arcuate outer vane platform seg-
ment 62 and an arcuate inner vane platform segment 64
radially spaced apart from each other by a multiple of
airfoils 66 (three shown). The temperature environment
and the substantial aerodynamic and thermal loads are
accommodated by the circumferentially adjoining nozzle
segments 58 which collectively form the full, annular noz-
zle 60 about the centerline axis X of the engine.
[0019] With reference to Figure 4, due to the temper-
ature environment, the outer vane platform segment 62
flattens out (dotted line). This results in a load being ap-
plied to the three airfoils 66 in the triplet. This force is
reacted out through the three airfoils 66A, 66B, and 66C
as shown in which 66A and 66C are in tension (being
pulled) while airfoil 66B is being compressed. With the
airfoils 66A, 66C reacting against airfoil 66B, airfoil 66B
may exhibit relatively high compressive stresses.
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[0020] With reference to Figure 5, to alleviate the com-
pressive stresses, a scallop cut 68 is located in the outer
vane platform segment 62 to permit controlled bending.
In one disclosed non-limiting embodiment, the scallop
cut 68 may be located in an aft vane rail hook 70 and
extends for a depth into a seal surface 72 (Figures 6, 7
and 8) but is not flush with the seal surface 72 that is in
contact with a W-seal 74 (Figure 7). It should be appre-
ciated that various numbers, depths and locations may
be provided for the scallop cuts 68. That is, the scallop
cuts 68 may be located to specifically alleviate compres-
sive stresses.
[0021] With reference to Figure 7, the W-seal 74 seals
to the seal surface 72 that is recessed with respect to the
aft vane rail hook 70. The W-seal 74 seals airflow be-
tween a forward cavity 76 and an aft cavity 78. The W-
seal 74 also seals airflow between a core airflow cavity
80 and the aft cavity 78.
[0022] To maintain the integrity of the seal surface 72,
the scallop cut 82 is sealed by a feather seal 84 in accords
with one disclosed non-limiting embodiment. The feather
seal 84 is received within a slot 86 transverse to the scal-
lop cut 68 to minimize or prevent loss of cooling air (Figure
9). The W-seal 74, however, need not impinge upon the
feather seal 84. That is, each scallop cut 68 forms a break
in the full, annular ring while excessive loss of cooling air
flow is prevented by the feather seal 84. It should be
appreciated that although the LPT 46 is illustrated in the
disclosed non-limiting embodiment, other engine sec-
tions where stress isolation slots must be sealed from
leakage will also benefit here from.
[0023] With reference to Figure 10, in accords with the
invention a guillotine seal 110 is received within a slot
112 (Figure 11) to seal the scallop cut 82. The guillotine
seal 110 extends for a depth into the seal surface 72 and
is flush thereto (Figure 12) so as to impinge an interface
surface for a W-seal 74 (Figure 13). The W-seal 74 seals
airflow between a forward cavity 76 and an aft cavity 78.
The W-seal 74 thereby seals airflow between a core air-
flow cavity 80 and the aft cavity 78 as the W-seal 74 also
impinges the guillotine seal 110.
[0024] The guillotine seal 110 provides a fairly uniform
seal surface 72 and is relatively thick, for example, about
0.05" (1.3 mm) that prevents bending from adverse pres-
sure load into the about 0.075" x 0.075" (1.9 x 1.9 mm)
recess in the seal surface 72.
[0025] This disclosed non-limiting embodiment pro-
vides a somewhat more effective seal than the disclosed
non-limiting embodiment of Figures 5-9 but may be
somewhat more complicated to manufacture.
[0026] With reference to Figures 14-17, in accords with
another disclosed non-limiting embodiment, a clip seal
88 (Figure 15) seals the scallop cut 82. The clip seal 88
is received over a wall 90 (see Figures 16 and 17) within
the scallop cut 68 (e.g., see Figures 5-7 and 9) to mini-
mize or prevent excessive loss of cooling air. The clip
seal 88 is generally flush with the seal surface 72 (Figure
17).

[0027] With reference to Figures 18-21, in accords with
another disclosed non-limiting embodiment, the scallop
cut 82 is sealed by an ohm-seal 92. The ohm-seal 92
has a cross section similar to an ohm symbol (Ω; Figure
19).
[0028] With reference to Figure 19, the ohm-seal 92
generally has a central portion 94, located generally be-
tween legs 96. The central portion 94 is pressed into the
scallop cut 82 (Figure 20) such that a flat 98 of the central
portion 94 is generally flush with the seal surface 72 (Fig-
ure 21). The scallop cut 82 may include a wider portion
100 (see Figure 19) to support the legs 96.
[0029] With reference to Figures 22-24, in accords with
another disclosed non-limiting embodiment, a spring pin
102 seals the scallop cut 82. The scallop cut 82 may
include a semi-circular recess 104 (Figure 23). That is,
the semi-circular recess 104 may be a slightly smaller
diameter than the spring pin 102 to provide an interfer-
ence fit therefor.
[0030] With reference to Figure 23, a break 106 in the
spring pin 102 may be aligned inward such that air pres-
sure opens the spring pin 102 to facilitate a seal within
the scallop cut 82. It should be appreciated that various
anti-rotation interfaces may additionally be utilized. That
is, it may be desirable to prevent rotation of the spring
pin 102. The spring pin 102 thereby readily responds to
changes in scallop cut 82 geometry in response to ther-
mal or physical loads as well as be generally flush with
the seal surface 72 (Figure 24).
[0031] The use of the terms "a" and "an" and "the" and
similar references in the context of description (especially
in the context of the following claims) are to be construed
to cover both the singular and the plural, unless otherwise
indicated herein or specifically contradicted by context.
The modifier "about" used in connection with a quantity
is inclusive of the stated value and has the meaning dic-
tated by the context (e.g., it includes the degree of error
associated with measurement of the particular quantity).
All ranges disclosed herein are inclusive of the endpoints,
and the endpoints are independently combinable with
each other. It should be appreciated that relative posi-
tional terms such as "forward," "aft," "upper," "lower,"
"above," "below," and the like are with reference to the
normal operational attitude of the vehicle and should not
be considered otherwise limiting.
[0032] It should be appreciated that like reference nu-
merals identify corresponding or similar elements
throughout the several drawings.
[0033] The foregoing description is exemplary rather
than defined by the limitations within. Various non-limiting
embodiments are disclosed herein, however, one of or-
dinary skill in the art would recognize that various mod-
ifications and variations in light of the above teachings
will fall within the scope of the appended claims.
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Claims

1. A nozzle segment for a gas turbine engine compris-
ing:

an arcuate outer vane platform segment (62);
an arcuate inner vane platform segment (64)
spaced from said arcuate outer vane platform
segment (62);
a multiple of airfoils (66) between said arcuate
inner vane platform segment (64) and said ar-
cuate outer vane platform segment (62), said
arcuate outer vane platform segment (62) in-
cludes a scallop slot (82);
a seal (110) that seals said scallop slot (82), the
seal (110) being a guillotine seal; and
a W-seal (74) sealing airflow between a forward
cavity (76) and an aft cavity (78),
wherein the seal (110) extends for a depth into
a seal surface (72) and is flush with the seal
surface (72) such that the W-seal (74) impinges
the seal (110).

2. The nozzle segment as recited in claim 1, wherein
said multiple of airfoils (66) include turbine vanes.

3. The nozzle segment as recited in any claim 1 or 2,
wherein said scallop slot (82) is located in an aft vane
rail hook (70), and said scallop slot (82) partially in-
terrupts a seal surface (72).

4. A method to alleviate a compressive stress in nozzle
segment of a gas turbine engine, wherein the nozzle
segment is a nozzle segment as recited in claim 1,
2 or 3, and the method comprises the steps of:

locating the scallop slot (82) in the arcuate outer
vane platform segment (62); and
sealing the scallop slot (82) with the guillotine
seal (110).

5. The method as recited in claim 4, further comprising
the step of locating the scallop slot (82) in an aft vane
rail hook (70) of the arcuate outer vane platform seg-
ment (62).

Patentansprüche

1. Düsensegment für ein Gasturbinentriebwerk, um-
fassend:

ein gebogenes äußeres Leitschaufelplattform-
segment (62);
ein gebogenes inneres Leitschaufelplattform-
segment (64), das von dem gebogenen äußeren
Leitschaufelplattformsegment (62) beabstandet
ist;

eine Vielzahl von Schaufelprofilen (66) zwi-
schen dem gebogenen inneren Leitschaufel-
plattformsegment (64) und dem gebogenen äu-
ßeren Leitschaufelplattformsegment (62), wo-
bei das gebogene äußere Leitschaufelplatt-
formsegment (62) einen bogenförmigen Schlitz
(82) beinhaltet;
eine Dichtung (110), die den bogenförmigen
Schlitz (82) abdichtet, wobei die Dichtung (110)
eine Guillotinedichtung ist; und
eine W-Dichtung (74), die einen Luftstrom zwi-
schen einem vorderen Hohlraum (76) und ei-
nem hinteren Hohlraum (78) abdichtet,
wobei sich die Dichtung (110) über eine Tiefe in
eine Dichtungsfläche (72) erstreckt und mit der
Dichtungsfläche (72) bündig ist, so dass die W-
Dichtung (74) an die Dichtung (110) stößt.

2. Düsensegment nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vielzahl
von Schaufelprofilen (66) Turbinenleitschaufeln be-
inhalten.

3. Düsensegment nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder
2, wobei der bogenförmige Schlitz (82) in einem hin-
teren Leitschaufelschienenhaken (70) angeordnet
ist und der bogenförmige Schlitz (82) teilweise eine
Dichtungsfläche (72) unterbricht.

4. Verfahren zum Mindern einer Druckspannung in ei-
nem Düsensegment eines Gasturbinentriebwerks,
wobei das Düsensegment ein Düsensegment nach
Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3 ist und das Verfahren die fol-
genden Schritte umfasst:

Anordnen des bogenförmigen Schlitzes (82) in
dem gebogenen äußeren Leitschaufelplattform-
segment (62); und
Abdichten des bogenförmigen Schlitzes (82) mit
der Guillotinedichtung (110).

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, ferner den Schritt des
Anordnens des bogenförmigen Schlitzes (82) in ei-
nem hinteren Leitschaufelschienenhaken (70) des
gebogenen äußeren Leitschaufelplattformseg-
ments (62) umfassend.

Revendications

1. Segment tuyère d’une turbine à gaz comprenant :

un segment de plateforme d’aube externe arqué
(62) ;
un segment de plateforme d’aube interne arqué
(62) espacé dudit segment de plate-forme
d’aube externe arqué ;
une pluralité de profils aérodynamiques (66) en-
tre ledit segment de plate-forme d’aube interne
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arqué (64) et ledit segment de plateforme d’aube
externe arqué (62), ledit segment de plateforme
d’aube externe arqué (62) comporte une fente
festonnée (82) ;
un joint (110) qui scelle ladite fente festonnée
(82), le joint (110) étant un joint à guillotine ; et
un joint en W (74) scellant un flux d’air entre une
cavité avant (76) et une cavité arrière (78),
dans lequel le joint (110) s’étend sur une pro-
fondeur dans une surface de joint (72) et affleure
la surface de joint (72) de sorte que le joint en
W (74) touche le joint (110).

2. Segment tuyère selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ladite pluralité de profils aérodynamiques (66) com-
porte des aubes de turbine.

3. Segment tuyère selon une quelconque revendica-
tion 1 ou 2, dans lequel ladite fente festonnée (82)
est située dans un crochet de rail d’aube arrière (70),
et ladite fente festonnée (82) interrompt partielle-
ment une surface d’étanchéité (72).

4. Procédé pour atténuer une contrainte de compres-
sion dans un segment tuyère d’une turbine à gaz,
dans lequel le segment tuyère est un segment tuyère
selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, et le procédé com-
prend les étapes de :

localisation de la fente festonnée (82) dans le
segment de plateforme d’aube externe arqué
(62) ; et
scellement de la fente festonnée (82) à l’aide du
joint à guillotine (110).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comprenant en
outre l’étape de localisation de la fente festonnée
(82) dans un crochet de rail d’aube arrière (70) du
segment de plateforme d’aube externe arqué (62).
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